EOL Order Restrictions

In an effort to make your EOL experience the best it can be, we’ve compiled a list of some of the common snags that EOL users can run into when entering their orders. There are numerous reasons each of these might not be allowed, mainly it is to protect you, the customer, from possibly entering a complicated construction incorrectly.

Below is a list of some of the constructions that EOL users are restricted from entering. This list is intended as a reference tool and does not include all restrictions that may apply.

**NOT ALLOWED**

- Stile and Rail Doors and Frames
- Flush Doors with the following inclusions:
  - Irregular top
  - Wicket doors
  - Applied moulding
  - Reveals
  - Edge guards
  - Rabbeted edges
  - Divided Lites/Grillwork
  - Flat panels
  - Special Engineering (special construction, lites and bead)
  - Metal Astragals
  - Sketchface

**ALLOWED, BUT HAS TO BE ADJUSTED BY EGGERS PRIOR TO ORDER SUBMITTAL**

*Due to special pricing, discounting, etc.*

- Exterior Doors
- Special veneer (specified flitches, exotic species)
- PLAM
- Special Glass
- Special Metal Vision Panels